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Day 3:
Book of Shadows: Sections & Layouts 
by Arijah Ankh Khalid-Zyn
Why Sections? What layout?
The layout is how you want the sections and contents of your book to look. 
The content is up to you. The sections and dividers help you to better oragnzie the contents and find them quickly.
Some sections of a book of shadows are:
Herbs: Information on herbs as a plant. The traits, chemical composition and majikal and/or historical and medicinal information of herbs of frequent use or intterest. It is said that one should know intimately, 15 herbs like the back of their hand to consider themselves an "herbalist". You don't need to know all of the herbs in existence, but you should know the ones you use the most, in depth. You should also learn the plants and herbs in your environment. This is also a good thing to keep in a "field book". Herbs and plant info shold be accompanied by their photo and any useful websites/people/etc that are "go-to's for that info, so you can find them later if necessary. More information on the field book is found on the Ravynmoon.com website.     
Gardening: The best ways to grow your herbs and plants. Tried and true planting mediums, plant and harvest times, best kind of light/water/enviroment, etc.  
Recipes: Favorite and majikal recipes (edible). Great to have in a majikal cookbook as well. See my recipe card freebie files. 
Spells & Curses: Exactly what it says. A section for each. 
Mantras & Mudras: Mantra is a frequently stated sound, phrase, word or quote used to help one accomplish a task. A mudra is a particular physical gesture, such as a particular way to situate a part of the body for meditation, yoga, or stance.   
Invocations & Evocations: An invocation is to pull energy into yourself. An evocation is to pull an energy/entity to your environment or to surround yourself with that energy/entity, for empowerment, help, teaching, etc. 
Rituals & Convocations: A ritual is an majikal event that is repeated, like holiday work, full moon/new moon rites, equinox and solstice work, and ancestor rituals. Convocation is a formal gathering. It is calling an energy/entity/family/coven etc together for a particular reason. 
Holidays or (Wheel of the Year): If you are a practicing Pagan and adhere to the sabbats, or if you're not and simply like to make use of the energies at seasonal astrological and astronomical events, like Solstices and Equinoxes, this section is for what of these festivals and celebrations or occurances are, and when they occur. It can be as in depth as you like. 
Calendars: The witches calendar is something that everyone neds to get by. Unless you have a photographic memory, or are super in tuned with when the "moons" are, a monthly calendar
helps you see whats happening and when. 
Dreamworking: Dreams are the symbolic and cryptic and sometimes, the precognitive way our unconscious and subconscious minds try to get a message across to our conscious minds. It is best to keep a dream journal; especially if there is a certain pattern or disturbance in your sleeping habits. The dream journal helps you keep a diary of the dreams and experiences, any synchronistic or deja vu moments, etc. It's to help you not forget messages that you might want to reflect bac kon later. Dreamworking is a spell devised to be worked while you are sleeping. Some refer to people who do this as "dreamwalkers". There is a lot of stuff where this topic is concerned and way outside the outline of this writing.     
Pathworking & Meditations: A pathworking is like a spell, but not quite. It's a particular set structure to help you do a thing. It *can* be ritualistic, but is usually temporary or lasting only a bit of time. You might employ a pathworking if you are building up a particular energy during a time frame to work towards a personal goal. A pathworking can be guided, so that you can listen to the words of either yourself on a recording-freeing yourself to listen and explore during a meditation, or to have a friend or partner be that voice for you-guiding you on to the next step.
A meditation is mindfulness training. It helps you clear your mind to better focus on a goal, a feeling or a circumstance to get a clearer picture of the situations at hand and/or to find solutions and wisdom while in a calm and stable environment.  
Candleworking: Candlework is everything from traditional candle correspondences to personal ones. It is how to create/mold/dip/pour your own candles, the instructions and supplies needed, to how to anoint the candle for a work or spell. It can also be a diary of candle majiks, but that is up to you. As you will see, many of these sections start to cross each other, as they can be in more than one section.   
Divination: The art of forecasting. Tarot cards, runes, bones, tea leaves, etc. This section contains all of the information you find interesting and necessary. It *can* include a divination diary of readings, but if you have clients-get a seperate ledger or diary for that. Keep your personal stuff seperate from any business majiks.   
Animism/Fae/Muze: The essence of a *soul* within all things. A conscious order. Not "god" but more like "akasha". The relationship one has with their environment. This section is a compilation of definitions, resources, experiences and personal perceptions of the essence of their relationship with all that is around them. 
Therianosophy/Therianothropy: The manner of beasts. Shapeshifting, animal familiars, etc, go in ths section. 
Health & Beauty: Rituals of bath, concoctions and perfumes, basically things you do for self-care that you like, want to try, and their results. 
Potions & Elixers: Mixtures, tinctures and concoctions. Recipes for rejuvenations, relaxations, aphrodesia and the like. 
These are just some examples, and it is completely up to you what you want to put in your book. If you find you want a new section at a later date, then you can always add it in later. This is what I meant yesterday when I said you want to make sure you allow a way to upgrade your book easily. 
I have a few different printables I've made for you to download for free, over on Ravynmoon.com. Just go to the Hexenritt Book of shadows page and look down to the journals section. The links to download various hournal and shadowbook pages are there. There are section deividers and labels/tags as well to help you get your book started and better organized. 
Tomorrow, we move on to meditations and pathworkings and you'll be able to download a guided meditation to use and directions on how to use it. :) 
As always, on ravyn's wings, 
Arijah     




